Singlegate Primary School

Dear Families,

Let us introduce
ourselves. We are the new
Junior Travel Ambassador
Team.

A BIG thank you for all families
who observed safer parking in
our JTA monitoring week. This is
the picture we would like to see.
NO cars parked on the double
yellow lines outside our school.

I am Nour and I
am very happy
to help the
children be safe
and be seen.

‘Best of British your Bike’
I am Paulina
and I am
excited to host
different JTA
events. It’s a
pleasure to
work with an
awesome team.

We hosted a competition called
‘Best of British your Bike’, which is
about decorating your bike in British things. We got to cook a British
breakfast to give to all of the
As the Junior Travel Ambassadors
competitors.
Thank you to all of the competitors
for taking part, we chose the
following children for their great
decorating skills.

I am Firdeus
and I like to
The winners are………..
help children
cross the road. I Foundation Stage– Annabelle Dansol
love helping
teachers too.

I am Charlie and
I am happy to
be part of the
JTA team.

Forthcoming
competitions:

Key
2—
Islam.

Just remember………………………………..
It is not safe to stop in the middle of the road and allow your child
to jump out to arrive at the school
gate.
It is not safe to travel dow n
Recreation Way at speed because
you are late in coming to school.
It is not safe to double park or
park on any of the yellow lines.
It is safe to park your car in another street or close by and allow
yourself time to walk your child/ren
to school calmly and safely.

High vis jacket
competition.
Promoting cycling to school, banner
competition. To promote cycling as
a resolution in the New Year.

Stage
Marwa

we will continue to promote
alternative, safer ways of travelling
to school as it is really important
that all families continue to observe
much safer parking, ‘drop off’
methods first thing in the morning
and at the end of the day.

Key
Ibrahim Ahmed

It is so important that all families adhere to these expectations to
ensure that a fatal accident does not
Stage 1—
happen. Thank you.
The JTA Team: Nour, Paulina,
Firdeus, Charlie and Mrs van Manen

.
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